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“January, February, Lockdown, December – that is how some describe
2020.
I would describe it as a year of challenges which put our minds to high
stress levels, however, this year has also raised some new
opportunities as was the case with digital services, cybersecurity and
home office.
I’m not the person to draw lines but, just like everyone, I’m eagerly
looking forward to 2021.
Whatever the New Year reserves for us, my personal motto for 2021 is
‘work hard, play harder’. I think the power of adaptation and
concession will be the strongholds of the next year and we might just
find out that everything can turn on a dime.”
– DAN IRIMIE
Business lawyer
Benedeck, Romania
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FOCUS

Catch?
March 2020 brought about the
largest sanitary emergency of this
century
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Coronavirus vs. the swine flu
The swine flu pandemic was an influenza pandemic that lasted
for about 19 months, from January 2009 to August 2010, and
was the second of two pandemics involving H1N1 influenza virus
(the first being the 1918–1920 Spanish flu pandemic).
Along with beneficial health education information and guidance,
the media has also triggered a global panic, with disastrous
results, turning the swine flu pandemic into the most publicized
flu epidemic at that time. Although it was a mild flu disease with
relatively low mortality, from its onset in April 2009 until August
2010, the pandemic caused between 150,000 and 575,000
deaths worldwide.
Some studies estimated that the actual number of cases
including asymptomatic and mild cases could be 700 million to
1.4 billion people—or 11 to 21 percent of the global population
of 6.8 billion at the time.

How is the coronavirus different?
Several early reports of infected people coincided with the
Huanan Seafood Wholesale Market, located in Wuhan, Hubei,
China. Coronavirus was found to be related to known
coronaviridae found in bats and pangolins which prompted
media outlets around the world to announce this virus had
mutated allowing it to pass from a person to another, although
this information was not confirmed at that time.
Join our case!™
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What we do know by now is that the virus circulated in Europe
least as of September 2019 (two months before the Wuhan
outbreak): Gabriella Sozzi, an INT biologist, told CGTN Europe
that while Italy's first coronavirus patient was officially detected
on February 21 in the northern region of Lombardy, blood
samples taken in September 2019 showed the presence of the
antibodies against the Sars-Cov-2 virus.
As China reported 44 patients with pneumonia of unknown
etiology related to the Wuhan province, the communist
government rushed into a strict lockdown amid fears of losing
grip of this new condition. The status of China as a communist
country and (rather) its tight control over disseminated
information prompted the rest of the world to believe that the
epidemic was underreported which in turn put a great pressure
on the World Health Organisation (WHO) to declare the virus a
global pandemic.
Fast forward into March, European countries followed suit amid
growing pressure from the media which praised the results of the
Chinese lockdown.
However, the Chinese halt of the coronavirus can also be
explained by a switch of testing strategy, which moved from the
previous contact tracing approach to a stricter symptomatictesting selection.
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At the moment of the lockdowns in Europe, asymptomatic
testing had been halted in China for people who have had no
known exposure to COVID-19, which made the numbers totally
irrelevant from an epidemiological standpoint.
On the other hand, number of deaths worldwide did not change
over the last years. Contrary to the popular beliefs, this cannot
be explained by a reduction of car or work accidents as this
causes account for a very small share of the deaths in the
general population whatsoever.
Actually, incidents in hospitals caused by agglomeration of the
intensive care units show that the world has not become any
safer despite the lockdowns – quite on the opposite.
In this context, the real challenge is to explain why the hospitals
continue to be overwhelmed with the virus and how this further
nourishes the coronavirus panic. At a deeper look, this
occurrence can be explained by two factors:
On one hand, fears of rapid spread prompted world
governments to create parallel health systems in order to treat
COVID and non-COVID patients separately. That decision put a
lot of pressure for the already weakened health system,
especially in second and third world countries. Some doctors
have to work double shifts in two different hospitals to cover
needs for certain specialisations in smaller cities. In addition, it is
hard to distribute patients evenly between the two systems as
Join our case!™
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under normal conditions the numbers of – let’s say – cancer
patients having COVID and the numbers of those without COVID
will vary tremendously during the epidemic.
Secondly, the information in the media caused a profound panic
in the vulnerable categories which in turn generated a large
demand for hospitalisation from asymptomatic patients or
patients with moderate symptoms. As all these patients need to
be attended and convinced to stay home, this generates an
important loss of workhours for the medical staff.
Last but not least, hospital staff was invaded with strict
procedures which require more time to be executed. Hospitals
had been already under huge scrutiny before the pandemic
erupted, however, nowadays some of the procedures are drafted
by managers with no previous experience in epidemiology and
could (and some have proven) detrimental to the safety of the
patients (as is presumably the case with the fire at the regional
hospital in Piatra Neamț, Romania, which killed 10 patients under
intensive care because of an overload in the electrical system).

The concept of catch-22
It is common knowledge that news which sell are news that are
extraordinary, spectacular.
As media is driven by audience, news which present normal
occurrences appear boring and sell poorly.
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Euronews made headlines in November when it published a
story titled “COVID-19 patients have immunity for six months,
study finds”.
The title implies what was already presented to us as a
hypothesis, that is, one could catch the coronavirus again after
the six-month mark has passed.
In fact, the article refers to a study performed at the Oxford
university which followed 12,000 healthcare workers only to find
out what was already obvious in scientific world: after the sixmonth follow up none of the persons in the study got reinfected.
The study is ongoing to find out if protection from infection lasts
longer, so the study never actually implied that protection would
fall after that mark.
However, for Euronews (which is the largest publicly funded
European media outlet) to make such an assumption cannot be
taken as an error – so much more because of the fact that the
outlet is indirectly controlled by European governments.
By that means the panic is preserved as people will continue to
fear the coronavirus despite previous infection and not pose to
many questions to their governments, while waiting for a vaccine
to be deployed.
And the vaccine is only the tip of the iceberg. As pharmaceutical
companies rushed into promises about this vaccine, the EU
Join our case!™
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contracted 300,000,000 doses of the vaccine from western
suppliers notwithstanding the fact that the Russian vaccine
showed same efficacy in studies, but with lower production
costs and storage.
Some disobedience came
from the Hungarian PM
Victor Orban which showed
stronger interest in Eastern
alternatives, to the European
leaders’ discontent.

“Can it be that
facemasks are
there to remind you
there is even a
virus?”
- UNKNOWN

Indeed, it is incredible to see
the results of this media
brainwash but considering
the fact that EU
governments managed to
strip citizens from all basic
rights even without the state
of emergency, this does not
seem so much as a simple
coincidence. If this is more
than a political stanza, it
remains to be seen.

Overall, if we reflect over the last 12 months it is not possible to
ignore that although the fundamental rights are embedded in the
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modern constitutions of
European countries, few of
these rights can be really
exercised within the current
state of affairs: the freedom
to travel, the freedom of
assembly, the freedom to
strike are all limited if not
completely erased.
Imagine summoning a
protest in a factory today or
national strike of the judiciary
as we’ve seen last year in
Romania. Would that be
done on a Facebook group?
And otherwise, as more European
countries are preparing for elections, do
you even feel there is an active campaign?
As German science journalist Jörg Blech
put it in his book Inventing Disease and

A catch-22 is a
paradoxical situation
from which an
individual cannot
escape because of
contradictory rules or
limitations. The term
was coined by Joseph
Heller, who used it in
his 1961 novel
Catch-22.

Pushing Pills, any healthy person is a
possible patient, provided he is made to
believe that he is ill. The main selling point of health merchants is
fear. Escaping from it seems to be a catch-22.
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BACKROOM
Corona numbers in economy: Which
industries will be the first to adapt
“The leading economic indicator is … the virus.” More than one
analyst has put it this way these days. As we try to understand
and quantify this unprecedented global economic collapse —
and now the attempted restart — we’re following key metrics for
COVID-19 and the broader economy.
Consumer sentiment so far is down some 20% below where it
was this time last year, according to marketplace.org. What is
truly alarming is the fact that while big box retailers retain their
marketplace, it is the main street shop/boutique retailers who
record the biggest losses as they fail to transition to online
shopping.
So, don’t expect a big Christmas party this year with plenty of
gifts, as shoppers plan to spend 53% less than in 2019 on
holiday gifts due to the pandemic. That is less than half the
amount spent last year at constant prices.
While the retail sector is only responsible for 5-6 pc. of the GDP
in Western countries, it actually supports up to 20 pc of the
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economy based on supporting industries and adjusted purchase
parity.

Hope for the future
There are some key indicators however which do provide hope
for the future. Travel for example is a key indicator of favourable
sentiment and trust in the market.
As numbers demonstrated during the Coronavirus lockdowns
last March, people’s fear diminished proportionally with the
agglomeration of travel paths, which, in turn, created more
opportunities for businesses to sell their goods.
Not surprisingly, the air traffic is showing constant growth over
the last seven months, recovering from a record -95% in March
to the current -60% percent:
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Data from US aviation industry shows a small but steady
recovery of the airline industry.
This is mostly generated by internal travel, as international
passengers are still hooked on COVID-19 restrictions. That is the
case in most countries and territories, especially the Asian
countries with, on the other hand, recovered pretty well in terms
of domestic traffic.
Next summer, with the announcement of new international
routes, a more spectacular U-shaped recovery is expected as by
that time more and more people will overcome their fear of
traveling and get used living with the new cautionary measures,
irrespective of a vaccine being provided or not.
Other sectors of economy are expected to follow suit: Based on
the LinkedIn Workforce Confidence Index, which asks
professionals to rate how confident they feel about their industry
two years from now, workers in construction and healthcare are
more confident for a bounce-back than the average.
That is mostly because these sectors were already missing on
qualified workforce and also because of an increase of state
influence in both sectors: on one hand, the sanitary crisis
increased the demand for skilful medical staff, on the other hand
governments around the world pumped investment in the public
sector just as the private construction market came to a halt.
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These sentiments are moderately confirmed by a report issued
by KPMG which shows that the sanitary and public
administration sectors are the only ones with increases in
economic productivity (GVA) over 2020.
Still, the rate of confidence does not exceed 20% in any
economic sector.
On the other hand, food services, hotels, arts, real estate and
consumer retail are the sectors which were expected to see the
largest declines in 2020, up to -37%.
Analysts propose two scenarios for 2021: an U-shape quick
rebound looks currently more like a hype but considering the fact
that you couldn’t go any lower and the possibility for the
businesses to stay open during the second lockdown, industries
like hospitality, transport and food service could grow steadily
into 2021. Logistics is likely to recover more strongly, driven by
the acceleration of e-commerce and unprecedented demand for
vaccine distribution according to PWC.
On the other hand, PWC also publishes an alternative, more
moderate scenario which would most likely put these industries
at rest in 2021, because the perspective for a +5% growth does
not seem to promising as business owners could simply prefer to
put a lock on their businesses.
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13%

Workforce confidence index in the UK
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INDUSTRY

WCI

Construction

24

Healthcare

21

Manufacturing

19

Software/IT

19

Finance

17

Education

15

Corporate services

2

Recreation & Travel

-1

Media & Communication

-2

Source: LinkedIn
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+6%

Sectors to recover the most in 2021
SECTOR

CHANGE

Hotel and hospitality

+48%

Transport

+34%

Food service

+33%

Health and social care

+21%

Construction

+17%

Logistics

+15%

Retail & Wholesale

+7%

Source: PWC (UK) - Quick rebond scenario
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Lasting restrictions will definitely generate a reassessment of the
labour market. At this point it becomes clearer that restrictions
are here to stay for the foreseeable future, so people and
companies will have to deploy medium-term plans at the
beginning of 2021 in order to survive on the market.
State aid resources are decreasing in force and a partial
reduction of the restrictions is merely attributable to the
weakened treasuries than to actual indicators of this crisis
coming to an end. As time progresses, many more companies
are expected to default while only the strategic ones will be
rescued by the state. And by “rescued” we mean taken over and
operated at low frequency for social reasons rather than under
free market rules: the state’s incapacity of governing major
companies has been proven for over 40 years along the Iron
Curtain.
As service-oriented companies – which are more likely to adapt –
dominate the urban setting, it might trick some people into
thinking the worse has passed, however with sharp decreases
expected in almost all sectors over the next year, a new world
order is set to arrive in the following months.
As was the case many times in history, the ones eager to start
over and compromise will be the ones to survive on the market.
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COMMENTARY
Dream of a social Europe
The collapse of Europe’s once-dominant
socialist political parties has been apparent for

The Socialist Kiss:

years. Out of the 27 EU Member States only in

‘My God, help me
survive this deadly
love’ is the
message which
accompanies
these drawings of
communist leaders
on the Berlin Wall

Spain, Portugal and Malta did the Social
democrats win the European elections last year.
While this was traditionally explained by the
changing class structure of society, it became
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more apparent during the 2020 corona crisis that a mere fusion
of the ideologies of the main parties on the political spectrum is
responsible for that loss.
We were already assisting unrest all over the world and
protesters asking for more equality even before the sanitary
crisis: the US and South Africa most notably have seen an
apparent reverse of their

“After making
compromises with
capitalism since
the 1950’s, the
socialist and labor
parties have failed
to offer a
persuasive,
feasible and
democratic
alternative to
capitalism.”
- GEOFFREY HODGSON, ECONOMIST

previous policies against
black people. In a makeshift
declaration, the Pope
expressed more favourable
views towards same sex
unions. The end of 2020
brought Eastern Europe’s first
female president running on a
conservative platform.
It became more apparent with
the election of Maia Sandu in
the traditional agrarian exSoviet Republic of Moldova
that the fall of the Socialist
parties is not generated by
the ideology itself, as Socialist

ideas are readily embraced by conservatory parties nowadays.
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It is more likely that the conservatories are heading to a socialist
future than the all-capitalist society they once envisaged for the
wealthy Westerners.
Name any single fiscal stimulation programme adopted this year
by the European governments and it will prove that point:
In a true capitalistic society, companies would be allowed to fail
and go out of business. European citizens would have to tighten
their belts and not expect any handouts from the government.
This is not happening.
The trend is there since WW2. Social services have evolved
tremendously on the expense of private insurers. The insurance
market losses in 2017 and 2018 exceeded $380 billion. Some
insurers reduced coverage available and some entirely stopped
writing certain businesses. This resulting reduction in available
capacity, combined with the high losses, has created a much
more difficult insurance market. Overall, business interruption
insurers are quoting increases as high as 100% with restricted
terms and conditions along with higher deductibles.
In return, more companies could be taken over by the state. The
willingness of the different Member States to take over
companies in difficulty and provide for State aid goes against all
principles of competition and market freedom.
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While it is true that desperate times call for desperate measures,
the eagerness to rely on state aid could soon fade in the
inevitable takeover of the main sectors of activity by the state.
Living in an ex-communist state, this scenario was exactly what
we were running from 30 years ago. It all looks like going back in
time, but at a faster pace, and on a larger scale.
The youngsters’ willingness to move away from the big cities and
return to the villages which nowadays provide for the same highbandwidth Internet connections seem to confirm that view.
The corona crisis brought about big challenges for Europe but it
seems that the Easterners are somewhat more prepared to deal
with this “new” stuff. It is not only the fact that they mantained
through this scenario for 40 years (and lived to tell the story) but
also because they learned to adapt to a completely new system
overnight without completely discarding the social protections,
they were accustomed with.
Easterners have two main advantages in this crisis over
“Wessies”: firstly, they are more likely to have implemented
working virtual public services before the start of this crisis.
Secondly, their workforce is considerably larger than that of
Western Europe because of a larger penetration of female
workers based on socialist equality policies.
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Indeed, last March all public services went online in Romania
overnight while in Germany they are still struggling with phrases
like “we are not allowed to send documents abroad via post”.
All major public services in Romania were exchanging papers
online well ahead of the corona crisis, including the Trade
Registry, Land Registry, the Tax Authority and the Judiciary.
Spain and other Western countries rely heavily on physical
presence for most basic services like incorporating a new firm.
Curiously enough, papers drafted by the Spanish Trade Registry
resemble the ones used during the interbellum in Romania.
Women are more eager to work throughout Eastern Europe so
they will compensate for the missing workforce as physical
location will be less important.
Actually, on a more personal notice, it is shocking to see that
men are supernumerary in all Western consultancy firms - as in
EE the situation is quite on the opposite side and is not at all
uncommon to see women on top of law firms.
Not least to say that the sole female (acting) leader in Western
Europe was born in a communist country (Angela Merkel).
As we were assisting a Romanian investor (actually a woman)
expanding into Western Europe this year, the question came up:
will Easterners have the courage to take over the Western
business? Is this the right time for Eastern Europe?
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All stakes are at a new world
order. It is actually for the
first time that a crisis finds
the Eastern Europeans with
available capital to invest
and with building capacities
and technologies
comparable to the West.
There were some timid
moves in 2020 but more so
are expected to appear in
2021.
Even within the European
Union we’ve seen some
vocal Eastern leaders this year, as was
the case with Poland and Hungary
blocking EU funding schemes amid

This scenario in
Warsaw demonstrates
the once existing
coherence between the
West and the East.

worries of inadequate criteria to
determine who has access to this funding.
It remains to be seen if these moves are consistent or merely
political reckoning, but odds are that this crisis will bring more
power to the Eastern European states and give a more balanced
approach to the European Union.
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SPECIALS

Lessons of
the
subprime
crisis
The real estate sector is among the
largest losers with 40% less building
certificates yoy during the MarchMay lockdown*
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With the economy fluctuating, more investors turn to the real
estate market because of its resilience. Over the next year
however, the real estate market is likely to see a lot of change,
from how realtors do business to how people buy houses.
2020 was a year of patience and nerves. Residential projects
came to a halt, large office spaces were abandoned, big exits
were seen in the retail/wholesale market.
For 2021 we expect a slight recovery of the real estate market,
with more investors repositioning their properties on a now “new
world” state.

More people migrating to the suburbs
This was perhaps the first trend which emerged with the
lockdowns in 2020, as people fled large quarantined areas in
favour of less populated rural or suburban communities.
In recent years, differences in Internet access, utilities and
availability of goods between large agglomerations and small
villages faded. Except for the need to commute (which
practically vanished during the corona crisis because of the
“home office”), life can get by pretty much normal on the
countryside with less sanitary risks.
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Also because of the fact that entertainment venues and sport
facilities in large cities closed for good the eagerness to stay in
the city dissapeared.
This trend is not entirely new, as we’ve seen a partial reverse of
the policies of urbanisation for the last decade throughout
Eastern Europe. However, it is clear now that the coronacrisis
pushed this trend to new horizons.

Falling prices for small land plots
Sale of dormitories/apartments will not be that much affected in
terms of price fluctuations during 2021, largely because the
rationales for this crisis are not the same as in the case of the
subprime crisis. While sales are expected to stall because of the
general sentiment of untrust in the market, the offer is also
becoming more scattered, so prices could well remain
unchanged.
On the other hand, land plots will remain the same, so we are
expecting a surplus on the market compared to the current
demand. Prices for small land plots in development areas could
fall significantly over the following three years.
However, because of the expansion of online commerce and
logistic industries, compact plots of land close to the large
agglomerations could see a significant rise amid growing
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demand for wholesale storage spaces against classical boutique
retail.

Partitioning of office space stock
Office spaces will however have to find new markets as
traditional leasers are moving to home office for long. Some have
even seen this as an opportunity to reduce costs although an
inherent productivity loss is expected with this move.
While companies are now more eager to return to their offices as
they were last Summer, that is simply not possible in the
foreseeable future mainly because of the employees’ reluctance
to do so.
At this point, companies only require physical spaces for limited
teams and administrative personal. Co-working spaces to fill out
the large stock of A-grade office spaces might become the new
reality for the next few years and beyond as the general trend is
to remain in the home office, which seems to be supported at
this moment by both the governments and the companies.
Current office space will have to adapt and trade smaller
packages while adjusting to the growing overhead generated by
the sanitary measures.
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Raising interest rates
First impulse of the national banks around the world was to
lower the reference interest rate in order to promote spending
and investment.
This is however not sustainable on the long term as large
amounts of money are currently blocked in bank safes given the
conservative sentiment on the market. By keeping the interest
rates low, the national banks allow for credit institutions to lend
money for free, which is obviously not sustainable on the long
term.
We expect for the national reserve banks to raise interest rates in
the second half of 2021, when reality will take over and we'll go
back to more normal figures.

Increase in the number of market exits
Specialised retail stores (other than food/alimentation) might
continue to lose market in the upcoming months as sales move
online and, compared to primary goods, such wares can be
stored for larger amounts of time in warehouses at affordable
costs.
Small boutique shops are already defaulting on large scale as
was demonstrated when lockdowns were relaxed: plenty of
shops remained closed despite the easing restrictions.
Join our case!™
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Given the reduction of the volumes in the real estate and office
market, large names in hardware stores could see exits from
certain markets in the upcoming year.
Their place could be taken either by warehouses or production
facilities.

Pressure on the insurance market
The insurance market has been the quiet kid of the coronavirus
pandemic although the industry was already recovering from
huge losses before the epidemic even erupted.
This market has seen large volumes of business interruption
policies becoming active overnight and to this standpoint it is a
mystery how insurance companies continue their business freely
given the large demand for compensation.
As this trend was ongoing even before the pandemic, we expect
the market to restrain itself furtherly by sanctioning moderate risk
products instead of extensive hazard coverage.

*Data collected for the Municipality of Cluj, Romania
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BREXIT
Will we ever be prepared for it? (II)
Amid shifts on global agenda in the context of the sanitary crisis,
little has been spoken this year about Brexit and its implications.

Needless to say, that Britain’s exit from the common VAT area at
the end of 2020 will spark some important adjustments on the
market.
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31st of December is also the deadline for the current EU and UK
citizens to obtain their residence rights in Britain and the Member
States, respectively. From then on, in order to be able to work in
another country, one would have to register with the respective
Office for Immigrants as EU freedom of employment will no
longer apply.
Also starting next year, UK nationals will not be able to use EHIC
cards in order to benefit from free medical assistance within the
EU. European and UK professionals will no longer benefit from
automatic recognition of diplomas and longer procedures for
studying abroad will have to be deployed.
As for the pension system, the Withdrawal Agreement does
provide for a continuous right to benefit from UK pension
abroad, even if the claim for pension occurs after the 31st of
December.
The current rules on buying land abroad will stay the same for
the Brits until 31 December 2020. After that point however,
exceptions will apply in case of no bilateral agreements. In
Romania for example, citizens of other states (except the EU and
EFTA) may only hold ownership of land to the extent this was
expressly agreed based on reciprocity. Foreign nationals can,
however, acquire land through a personal company incorporated
in Romania or the EU.
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Current land owned by UK nationals will not be affected by the
withdrawal.
All in all, with every preparation in place, the actual withdrawal is
set to bring new challenges to companies and particulars which
will have to be addressed in an already hostile environment,
impoverished by the everlasting sanitary crisis. However,
ambitions of the UK government to go with the plan despite the
current world agenda demonstrate the unwillingness of the UK
capitalists to compromise with the ever-growing social sentiment
in the rest of Europe.
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TRENDS
What a year 2020 has been.
It is now time to look forward
2020 brought about the postponement of several projects, large
losses in almost all sectors of the economy and a general
sentiment of uncertainty over the future.
Much of our lives turned to virtual reality and Internet encounters
became the norm even in territories which were traditionally
reluctant to the “new ages”. Social distancing has become the
norm throughout the world.
While large studies over this phenomenon are yet to be carried
out, changes in behavioural patterns seem to become
permanent and, more so than ever, what was initially planned to
last a few months has now been embedded in our conscience
for years to come.
Slowly but steadily, investors start to adapt to the new reality
and find new opportunities to deposit their money and
knowledge. Just like after regime changes, the first to react were
the scalpers which started buying stocks of primary wares
(masks, hand gloves, sanitizer, over-the-counter medicines) at
Join our case!™
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entry prices and made large profits from artificially increasing
their value amid the growing desperation of the people.
Such low (to none) added value services usually are meant for
quick gainers, however, they soon vanished because of the
increase and reorientation of production facilities which followed
suit very quickly – and that was without too much intervention
from the governments or the requisition of private businesses as
it was first alluded.
IT businesses and the healthcare sector were first to adapt,
probably because of pressure from the outside world. Online
retail expanded colossally in Q3 and the logistics and
transportation industries soon followed suit after very small
volumes during the lockdowns in Q2. That is not much of a
surprise as these sectors are mutually dependent.
As interest rates fell, the finance sector started to recover in Q4,
also encouraged by the relaxation of several fiscal and
bureaucratic burdens. However, “one swallow does not make a
summer” an old proverb says so reforms will have to continue
over the next year in order to stimulate competition on a very
precautious market.
In this paper we look at the trends generated by this crisis over
the next year in Romania and abroad.
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Legislation
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A largely clumsy legislation needed adjustment since before the
coronavirus crisis.
While reforms of the primary legislation were carried out in
Romania since 2010 (meaning that all principal Codes of
legislation were revised from scratch), the continuing preference
for the use of governmental ordinances over laws passed
through the regular procedures in the Parliament shows just how
bulky and unwieldy these procedures are.
The trend has not changed too much during this crisis. As a
matter of fact, new challenges were brought by the hierarchy of
the different law formulations as new types of regulations (like
the military ordinances) were used for the first time by the
government.
However, this crisis also allowed for some temporary changes in
bureaucracy and abuse of authority because new measures
were introduced in order to reduce direct contact between
petitioners and public clerks. Reductions in documents
requested and abandonment of excessive formalism in the
activity of the Trade Registry, for example, accounted for a
largely safe place for new business.
These changes will continue over the next year and beyond;
particularly, we expect further reforms to be implemented in
regard to the incorporation of new companies and elimination of
Join our case!™
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the tax uncertainty in respect to the treatment of holding
structures in Romania:
§

Reduction or repeal of the mandatory notice terms
An important step was already made with the repeal of
the 30 days notice term in the case of transfer of shares
to new shareholders as opposed to the existing ones.
This progress is expected to continue over the next year,
with possible reduction of terms in relation to operations
with the share capital of the companies.

§

Repeal of prerequisites for notarial documents in the
activity of the Trade Registry.
Some changes were made already in 2020, however on a
rather temporary basis. We expect this to continue over
2021 with possible consolidation over the next years if
this system proves reliable.

§

More flexibility for the choice of corporate tax over
income tax in the case of private companies.
This aspect was discussed and overly discussed over the
last few years. It is more and more evident that the
current system which forces the majority of the private
companies to pay income on their turnover lacks flexibility
and discourages investment in the country. There is a
strong urge to revert to previous policies which made the
choice for corporate tax over income tax easily,
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encouraged by the growing trend for incorporation of
holding companies which would prefer synchronising their
tax environment with subsidiaries abroad (which in turn
are subject to corporate taxes rather than income taxes)
§

Reform of the statute of private foundations
Such foundations have initially been used in order to
ensure continuation of companies after the death of the
initial shareholders, but with time new benefits arose from
the fact that the foundations don’t disclose financial
results nor information of their beneficiaries to the public.
Romania lies well behind its fellow European counterparts
in regard to the use of private foundations so a
substantial reform of the law on associations and
foundations is on the horizon

§

Expansion of exception list for income tax in the case
of microentreprises
In an attempt to simplify the Romanian tax systems a few
years ago, the taxable base for microenterprises (i.e.
companies with a turnover under EUR 1 million) was
expanded to include almost all kind of income generated
by a company without too many exits. The income tax
system creates very many incongruences for the
Romanian companies which face unfair disadvantages in
comparison to companies registered abroad. Given this
fact, businessmen asked repeatedly for the expansion of
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the list of exempt income sources, most notably there is a
need to clarify the situation of transfer of business and
that of dividends received by the microenterprise from
both Romanian and foreign subsidiaries.
§

Regulation of capital contributions performed without
the intervention of the Trade Registry
Modern commentators point to the fact that donations
performed by the shareholders should have the same
economic treatment as the contribution in kind to the
share capital. Especially in the case of one-person
companies, there is no need to treat donations, which are
basically capital contributions performed without
notification of the Trade Registry, different from capital
contributions performed with the corresponding issue of
new shares or re-evaluation of the existing ones. Actually,
this kind of donation resembles the share premium so
Luxemburg, for example, created a special account (105)
for equity contributions which do not require issuance of
new shares. Neighbouring Moldova also has a practice to
recognise such donations as mere contributions to the
capital. As in certain instances it might appear more
appropriate to do such contributions without the Trade
Registry’s approval, this wind of change should also
make its way into Romania.
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Law reforms are inviting but not decisive for foreign investors.
With the various measures available for tax optimisation a
competitive business environment does not require for
exaggeratedly low-tax systems. That is why countries like
Germany, Netherlands and the UK attract larger investments
despite their progressive taxation systems.
Romania, with its flat rate system has never been too attractive
because of the living bureaucracy which deters investors in the
due diligence phases of the projects.
The social distancing rules have put much pressure on public
authorities to adapt their bureaucracy policies in order to be able
to conduct their businesses even at lowered capacity. This
proved strenuous at the beginning but soon the institutions
adapted, favoured by large investments in electronic systems
over the previous years.
First changes appeared effective at the Trade Registry, where
terms were shortened and document prerequisites were
reduced. Nowadays most documents with the Registry are filed
by electronic means and both the public and the clerks adapted
to the flaws of the online platform and realised the benefits of
working remotely.
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Foreign documents can be deposited with certified translations
rather than legalised copies (as is the case with a limited number
of documents at this moment).
Eventually, we are very pleased with the changes which occurred
in the activity of the Registry, especially the measures to reduce
overhead and visits to the notary.
Another institution which benefited from large investments into
digitalisation over the last 10 years is the judiciary. To this date,
the electronical systems to access the files deposited in court by
the parties expanded all over the country and is credited the
most performant system of its kind in the EU.
Both the National Tax Authority (ANAF) and the Government
launched business stimulation programmes to be registered and
deployed online. In order to avoid cues all documents required in
were replaced with simple affidatives.
City halls and local tax authorities also joined the trend in the
second half of 2020. The local council in Cluj implemented an
online system for tracing petitions within the city hall and made
good progress on implementing electronic exchange of
documents – both in regard to documents issued by the Mayor
and also to documents circulated between the authority and the
private developers.
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We noticed some reduction of bureaucracy even in the case of
public works. Good weather, but more so the constructors’
mobilisation, made space for the signage of new contracts for
execution of large infrastructure projects.
The construction sector, hardly hit by the slowdown of the real
estate market, has been sustained by the government ever since
the outbreak in March 2020. A record number of eighteen
highway construction sites are in different stages of design and
execution at this moment throughout Romania. Similar increases
are to be seen in rail network modernisation and revitalisation of
both national and urban landscapes.
This trend is set to continue over the next four years as was
demonstrated by the Polish experience during the subprime
crisis: the eastern European country managed to jump from 1083
to 3100 km of highways over a seven year period of low demand
in the private sector between 2007 and 2014.
If this can be replicated by Romania remains to be seen,
however, the social distancing rules seem to have had some
positive effect on bureaucracy. This could be partially explained
by the fact that collusion is severely restricted by the lack of
personal contact and also by the availability of skilful workforce
on the market.
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The pandemic is hitting SMEs hard. As such businesses rely on
networking and positive

“While startups are
successfully
leveraging their
available resources
as a first response
to the crisis, their
growth and
innovation
potential are at
risk.”
- ANDREAS KUCKERTZ,
UNIVERSITY OF HOFFENHEIM

market sentiment – which
were both disrupted by the
various lockdowns –
startups failed to build up
sympathy and most such
companies are barely
surviving or closed down for
good.
According to a McKinsey
report, businesses with less
than $20 million in annual
revenue have been
disproportionately affected
by the crisis. Crunchbase

reported that around $64 billion was invested globally in Q1 by
venture capital (VC) firms—down 17% on the previous quarter,
and 8% year on year.
Nowadays, startups are relying on government help, however
this mostly subsided with the relaxation of the measures last
summer, when people were allowed to return to work – although
there was not much to work to. Start-ups’ growth and innovation
potential is at risk, as a study published by the Institute of
Marketing & Management at the University of Hoffenheim shows.
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There are however some industries which perform better than
others in the current context. Clearly, nobody ‘wins’ when it
comes to coronavirus, but some start-up ideas are worth
mentioning as inspiration for the current market trends.

Doctors-on-demand apps
This type of business has had a positive outlook since before the
crisis as companies turned to telemedicine for their workers in
order to avoid unnecessary medical visits and long sick leaves.
With the ongoing situation there is growing demand from the
workers themselves who wish to be attended from home in order
to avoid the risk of contagion. As much as 25% percent of
teleconsultations today are related to the coronavirus.
Online chemists also stand out in this pandemic, as the demand
for over-the-counter medication is high and the risk/overhead
generated by this kind of business is low.
Romania regulated telemedicine last November giving way to
doctors putting diagnosis or prescribing drugs over the Internet
(before this crisis telemedicine was limited to over-the-counter
treatment schemes).
As it is pretty much feasible today to arrange and receive
treatment over Internet, doctor-on-demand apps and online
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drugstores are expected to reach double digit market share over
the next two years.

Digital security
As legions of employees suddenly found themselves in a workfrom-home model, large corporations pivoted from working on
routine tasks towards long-term goals to establishing secure
connections for newly minted remote workforces.
High demand for cyber security services and systems to protect
cloud environments and remote workers during the Covid-19
coronavirus pandemic is keeping the sector going, but this is a
short-term peak and, in reality, worldwide spending on security
and risk management technology is slowing. According to
analysts at ResearchAndMarkets.com, the global cyber security
market is forecast to grow at a slower average rate of 6.2% per
year to 2023 due to the economic consequences of the
coronavirus pandemic in 2020.
However, compared to other industries, this business is positive
– 70% of companies are expected to increase their cybersecurity
spending to some extent because of the pandemic.
According to a LearnBonds.com report, besides boosting their
cybersecurity spending, as the top IT priority this year, around 55
percent of major organizations will boost their investments in
automation solutions, as revealed in a HFS Research survey
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conducted in April. Smart analytics, hybrid or multi-cloud and
artificial intelligence follow, with 53 percent, 49 percent and 46
percent of those bodies asked naming them as their leading IT
investments in 2020.

Dating apps and social media
The pandemic may have made people wary of going on real-life
dates, but dating apps are using the restrictions as an
opportunity to raise their client base.
Cast your mind back to April 5: just as the government in
Romania announced a ban on Easter masses and the UK Prime
Minister Boris Johnson was admitted to hospital for coronavirus
tests, it also happened to be the chattiest day on Tinder to date
in the US, with members sending an average of 56% more
messages compared to the start of lockdown in early March.
Seeing the potential, apps like Tinder, Match.com, Grindr and
others increased their offering of restricted features in an attempt
to raise capital from existing base of clients as opposed to new
investment funds which are not so much available during these
chaotic times.
Social media in general is expected to grow during the pandemic
as people gatherings are still banned and will continue like this at
least until a vaccination campaign can be conducted at a global
scale.
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Probably the biggest challenge with the pandemic in 2021 will be
the metal health of the employees and consumers.
The lack of social contact as well as financial pressure and the
general state of uncertainty are worrisome for the National Heath
Institutes as this also reflects in productivity of the employees.
The World Health Organisation issued guidelines on preserving
mental health while HR managers struggle with keeping
employees happy remotely.
All in all, it seems that the number of coronavirus hospital
admissions are related to the general panic, and as much as 1 in
5 coronavirus patients were found to suffer from some kind of
anxiety disorder according to a study published in The Lancet
Psychiatry journal and cited by the People magazine.

Every day is a team building
According to Jennifer Rainey Marquez, Associate Director of
Research Communications at the Georgia State University in the
US, success in a job search is largely contingent on two things: a
person’s skills and their motivation. It’s not a complicated
process but it’s a self-regulative process.
With the implementation of home office, companies and state
agencies found it very difficult to adapt to remote working
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environments. Companies struggle with disinterested and tired
employees which has brought the productivity to record lows.
Internal bureaucracy, especially in large corporations, caused
processes to derail and generated a loss of 400 million in
workforce worldwide in the second quarter alone, according to
the UN Labour Agency.
Global working hours are expected to have fallen by 14% in the
second quarter of 2020, according to ILO estimates.
The ILO also highlighted the disproportionate effect of the
pandemic on female workers. It pointed out that 510 million, or
40%, of all employed women globally work in the four most
hard-hit sectors by the coronavirus crisis, compared to 36.6% of
men.
The fact that women also dominate the domestic work, health
and social care sectors, has meant that they are at greater risk of
infection and transmission of the virus and of losing income.
This impact on women risked undoing some of the progress on
gender equality in recent decades and exacerbating work-related
gender inequalities.
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As people become more anxious about staying home and limited
possibilities of entertainment there was a surge in unrest at a
global scale – likely to continue over 2021.
This is emphasised by the economic hardship and differences in
social classes.
People have taken by storm cities in Western and Southern
Europe in an attempt to block further government restrictions.
Not so much in Eastern European countries, a fact which could
be explained by the tendency of this people either to be more
obedient to government decisions or to find workarounds given
their communist past. After all, 30 years of democracy were only
enough time to raise one free generation.
As the economic crisis deepens and differences in wealth across
the world increase, protests might become the norm over the
next year – this is to be combined with a decrease of interest on
coronavirus in general population and a general distrust in the
measures taken so far.
On how the modern European states will cope with this unrest
will depend the success of their respective governments and the
general economic outlook of the affected countries.
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Last but not least, the coronacrisis gave a strong blow to the
human rights sector. A majority of European countries declared
some kind of state of emergency which paved the way for
governments to suspend basic human rights.
Both moral and pecuniary rights were affected: starting with the
freedom of assembly, the freedom of travel and continuing with
property rights and the right to strike, these were all restricted
either directly or indirectly through the governmental measures.
The prognosis for 2021 cannot look any better. According to an
UN report, three rights are at the frontline in the current
pandemic: right to life, right to health and the right to freedom of
movement.
Yet the real impact of the crisis seems not to be limited to these
basic rights:
§

Unemployment and food insecurity have risen to
unprecedented levels in many countries within a very
short space of time.

§

Widespread closure of schools has interrupted the
education of more than 1 billion children.

§

Reduction of care and protection services for children,
including abrupt closure of care institutions and health
services serving children, has increased children’s
vulnerability to violence, exploitation and abuse.
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COVID-19 is already sweeping through detention facilities,
where distancing measures are almost impossible, and
detainees are more vulnerable to the disease.

§

Women confined at home with abusers, without access to
harm reduction services and shelters, are at greater risk

What is worse is that states don’t have any clue on how to deal
with these issues as the crisis in unprecedented. Continuing
corona restrictions will inherently lower the quality of public
services and the respect for the rule of law. That is why it is
important for governments to prepare the population for the
return to normality and fuel spending on measures to reduce
panic and increase the attendance of public events.
As numbers have showed during the last quarter of 2020 the
sanitary crisis can be contained without a drastic lockdown
approach as was experimented last March without any proven
benefits at all.
A more open approach will also be in line with the decreasing
potence of the virus and the growing immunity in the general
population, as ascertained by the scientist. This, combined with
the growing coronavirus fatigue, is expected to force the revival
of the society and its return to normality by the end of 2021.
There is fear that without urgent measures to fight the general
conscience, the current restrictions will become the new
normality.
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